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Sewer Pipeline Assessment
Tuolumne Utilities District (TUD) 
continues to conduct Closed-Circuit 
Television (CCTV) inspection of 
its sewer collection system. TUD 
has contracted with Mountain 
Pipeline of Truckee to do this work. 
To date, a total of 303,000 linear 
feet, or 57 miles, of pipeline have 
been surveyed. This constitutes 
approximately 43% of TUD’s total 
system. TUD’s goal is to assess 100% 
of the system by the end of 2017. The District budgets $350,000 annually 
for collection system improvements and repairs.

The sewer line assessments are resulting in significant repair work being completed 
by TUD’s maintenance staff. Some typical problems include roots or grease balls in 
the pipe, holes in pipe, separated pipe joints, cracked pipe, corroded pipe, sags in 
pipe, and inaccessible portions of pipeline due to extreme angle.

…Continued on page 2

Photo of video inspection of damaged pipeline.

5 Top Reasons to Switch to E-Bill
If you haven’t yet signed up for TUD’s online payment center to receive an e-bill. Here are 5 
reasons why you should:

• It’s FREE! – Just go online at www.tudwater.com and sign up anytime.
• Convenience – You don’t have to be at home to view or pay bills. You can access them 

quickly and securely online anytime from anywhere.
• Save a Tree - It saves 49 40-foot-tall, 6-inch-diameter trees each year and the energy 

and water used to produce 49 trees worth of paper.
• View Anytime - You will receive your TUD account statement via e-mail as soon as it is ready 

and easily pay your bill by check or credit card online. Never get a late fee again!



Stay Connected with TUD
Do we have your recent email 
address on file? If there is 
an emergency can Tuolumne 

Utilities District reach you? We encourage you to take 10 
seconds to complete a short online form so that we can keep 
you notified at all times.

Visit our website, www.tudwater.com and complete the 
online form on our Customer Services page at:  
http://www.tudwater.com/customer-services/  
*Issue of Concern, select New Email.

Upcoming Events – Home & Garden Show
Join TUD at the 34th Annual Home and Garden Show at the Mother Lode Fairgrounds in 
Sonora on Saturday, April 11th and Sunday, April, 12th. We will be there to visit with our 
customers and provide water conservation tips for your home or business.

This year we have 300 drought toolkit buckets to giveaway while supplies last. Each 
bucket has a low-flow shower head, spray nozzle, aerator, kitchen faucet aerator and toilet 
dye tablets plus conservation tips (a value of $35). The conservation/drought toolkit is 
supported and sponsored by: Tuolumne Utilities District, The Governor’s Office – Drought 
Task Force, The Home Depot, and California Conservation Corps Foundation.

Also find out if you qualify for TUD’s Toilet Rebate program where you can receive $45 back 
for each low-flow toilet you install at your home or business.

5 Top Reasons to Switch  
to E-Bill continued…

• Check Your Water Use – Curious how you are doing 
on your water conservation efforts. Do a quick 
comparison from this year to last year by looking at 
the Usage report.

Sign up today! Go to the TUD website, www.tudwater.com, 
look for the black box and click on the Orange –  
“Make a TUD Payment” button.

Water Outlook
In our previous On Tap newsletter it appeared that California was projected 
to receive more precipitation than it has for the month of January. As we are 
sure you are aware, the Sonora area has received just a trace of rain with the 
start of 2015.

Water Supply
As we enter into February and March for our region, weather will play a 
critical part for Tuolumne Utilities District to forecast the County’s water 
supply. We have been already making operational changes with the help of 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). Our water supply as a whole is in 
better condition than it was last year at this time due to increased storage at 
Pinecrest Lake and Lyons Reservoir but this can easily change if in the coming months we do not receive the snowpack 
and precipitation that is needed.

The District would again like to thank all of our customers and the community that continue to practice water 
conservation. Just last month our residential customers were still conserving up to 26% for December. Again this year, 
District staff is closely monitoring the river flows, our ditch flows and the water supply being held in Pinecrest Lake and 
Lyons Reservoir in an effort to hold back as much water as possible for another pending drought. Typically in the past, 
February and March have produced a significant amount of snowpack and precipitation. We hope this will be the case this 
year but we are taking steps to prepare for another drought.

Pinecrest Lake – January 24, 2015



How Much Water 
Goes into a 
Hamburger?

For those lured outside by the unseasonably warm weather, tree pruning is a perfect project for 
this time of year. The first step is to assess and prioritize what needs to be done and why. Take 
a tour around your property and look for the following issues: 

When in doubt about what to do, check it out first. Good resources are available online  
(ucanr.edu/sitesTuolumne_County_master_gardeners/) at the Master Garden Demonstration Garden at  
251 S. Baretta Street, in Sonora on the first Saturday of the month from 10AM-1PM and through the  
Master Gardener’s Hotline (209-533-5912).

Winter Tree Pruning
By Marlys Bell, Tuolumne County Master Gardener

• Dead trees or those with co-dominant leaders or narrow 
crotches that could split and cause damage; diseased 
or dying limbs; and trees that do not look healthy and 
trees that are so crowded (sometimes called “no future 
trees”) that they will not have enough space to get 
sun and grow. All of these trees should be dealt with as 
soon as possible and may require assistance from  
an arborist.

• When deciduous trees are dormant, it is a good time to 
remove crossing branches, suckers and water shoots. 
Also address other structural issues such as obstructing 
lower limbs and excessive branching that prevents 
sunlight and air from getting through to the middle. 
Some trees may bleed (e.g., maples, dogwood, walnuts, 
almonds) but it generally does not hurt them.

• Take a look at the young trees (especially fruit and 
nuts) that need training to become stronger, more 
manageable, vigorous and productive. An overriding 
goal is to structure the tree so that air and sunlight 
reach all parts of the tree and to create the proper 
branch angles (usually 45-60 degrees) to get the right 
balance of foliage to fruit. That is usually accomplished 
by pruning to create a central leader or an open center. 

Better production is 
likely when branches are 
more horizontal than 
vertical and may need redirecting through weights, 
supports and/or ropes. Unless branches are cut back to 
the trunk, pruning during dormancy invigorates the tree 
causing more growth and foliage, especially if tips are 
cut back. If the goal is to reduce overall size, pruning in 
late spring after foliage appears slows down growth. For 
fruit trees, check the age of the wood on which fruit is 
produced (e.g., 1 year, 5 years) so that it is not removed 
when pruning. 

• Whenever pruning, remove as little as possible, 
especially if the tree is a multi-grafted fruit tree. When 
pruning back to the trunk, cut back just beyond the 
branch collar so that it will form a callous and heal 
itself. Sealing it with paint or other substances is not 
necessary. Do not leave stubs. For larger limbs, make 
3 cuts. The first is a wedge cut on the underside to 
prevent tearing, the second is a cut through the branch 
and the third is just outside the branch collar. Because 
of the continuing drought conditions, while working 
outside, check to make certain that all of the trees are 
getting enough water this winter. 

660 gallons
beef patty (1/3 lb)

22 gallons
bun (based on 
2 slices bread)

+ +

+ =

+

40 gallons
1 slice cheese 108 gallons

3 slices bacon

1 gallon
2 slices tomato 831 gallons

The amount of water 
that would fill two 
modestly sized hot 
tubs
or 
13,296 glasses of water 
(8 ounces in a cup)

3 cups  
(0.19 gallons)

1 leaf lettuce

Burger       breakdown

SOURCE THE WATER FOOTPRINT NETWORK
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As you can see by the graph below, the precipitation in January in Sonora is below average and below last year. Are we 
concerned at TUD? Yes, but overall our water supply at this point  is in better shape than it was last year at this time. 
Experiencing the drought we faced last year, helps us better plan for the outcomes of a drought this year.

The main reason is our two main reservoirs Pinecrest Lake and Lyons Reservoir, have more water stored in them this year 
compared to 2013-14. This currently puts us in a much better place than last year. The question is, will it last? As I mentioned 
in my previous column we are planning operationally for another drought. We will continue to make necessary changes as 
needed depending on the snowpack and precipitation that occurs in our region.

One of the downsides to our customer’s fantastic conservation efforts, which are still occurring, is lower water rate sales. 
In 2014, the District’s water consumption sales were down by $1.2 million dollars. The staff has been working on obtaining 
grants wherever possible to help subsidize the District’s lower revenues. However, even with cutting costs we will have to 
delay important water projects to keep spending within our income.

General Manager’s Corner
By Tom Scesa, tscesa@tudwater.com

Sonora Rainfall by inches as of 1/28/2015
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